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Dr. Jason Hickel is an economic anthropologist, author, and a Fellow of the Royal Society

of Arts.  He is Professor at the Institute for Environmental Science and Technology at the

Autonomous University of Barcelona, and Visiting Senior Fellow at the International

Inequalities Institute at the London School of Economics. He is Associate Editor of the



journal World Development, and serves on the Statistical Advisory Panel for the UN Human

Development Report, the advisory board of the Green New Deal for Europe, and the

Harvard-Lancet Commission on Reparations and Redistributive Justice. 

Jason's research focuses on global inequality, political economy, post-development, and

ecological economics, which are the subjects of his two most recent books: The Divide: A

Brief Guide to Global Inequality and its Solutions (Penguin, 2017), and Less is More: How

Degrowth Will Save the World (Penguin, 2020), listed by the Financial Times and New

Scientist as among the best books of the year.

Jason's  ethnographic work focuses on migrant labour and politics in South Africa, which is

the subject of his first book, Democracy as Death: The Moral Order of Anti-Liberal Politics in

South Africa (University of California Press, 2015).  He is co-editor of two additional

ethnographic volumes: Ekhaya: The Politics of Home in KwaZulu-Natal (University of

KwaZu-lu-Natal Press, 2014) and Hierarchy and Value: Comparative Perspectives on Moral

Order (Berghahn, 2018).

In addition to his academic work, Jason writes regularly for The Guardian and Foreign

Policy, and contributes to a number of other online outlets including Al Jazeera, Fast

Company, Prospect, Jacobin, Le Monde Diplomatique, New Internationalist, Red Pepper,

Truthout, and Monthly Review.  His media appearances include Viewsnight, the Financial

Times, the BBC World Service, Sky News All Out Politics, BBC Business Matters, Thinking

Allowed, Renegade TV, NPR, Doha Debates, TRT World, the LA Times, Citations Needed,

and Russell Brand's podcast Under the Skin.

Jason has received a number of teaching awards, including the ASA/HEA National Award

for Excellence in Teaching Anthropology.  His research has been funded by Fulbright-Hays,

the National Science Foundation, the Wenner-Gren Foundation, the Charlotte W.

Newcombe Foundation, and the Leverhulme Trust.  

He is originally from Eswatini.

 



TEMAS
Jason tailors each presentation to the needs of his audience and is not limited to the topics listed below.
Please ask us about any subject that interests you:

Ecological Economics
Climate Change
Post-growth
Inequality
International development and the SDGs
Philanthropy & Ethics
Political economy
Post-development
 

PROGRAMAS

Less Is More

“A powerfully disruptive book for disrupted times.  Jason Hickel takes all we've been told

about growth and development and turns it inside out, offering instead a radically possible

vision of a post-growth future. If you’re looking for transformative ideas, this book is for you.”

 

— Kate Raworth, economist and author of Doughnut Economics 

The world has finally awoken to the reality of climate breakdown and ecological collapse.

Now we must face up to its primary cause. Capitalism demands perpetual expansion, which

is devastating the living world. There is only one solution that will lead to meaningful and

immediate change: degrowth.

If we want to have a shot at halting the crisis, we need to slow down and restore the

balance. We need to change how we see nature and our place in it, shifting from a

philosophy of domination and extraction to one that’s rooted in reciprocity and regeneration.

We need to evolve beyond the dogmas of capitalism to a new system that’s fit for the

twenty-first century.

But what about jobs? What about health? What about progress? This book tackles these

questions and offers an inspiring vision for what a post-capitalist economy could look like.



An economy that’s more just, more caring, and more fun. An economy that will not only lift

us out of our current crisis, but also restore our sense of connection to a world that's

brimming with life. By taking less, we can become more.

 

The Divide

We have been told that development is working: that the global South is catching up to the

North, that poverty has been cut in half over the past thirty years, and will be eradicated by

2030. It’s a comforting tale, and one that is endorsed by the world’s most powerful govern-

ments and corporations. But is it true? 

Since 1960, the income gap between the North and South has roughly tripled in size. Today

4.3 billion people, 60 per cent of the world's population, live on less than $5 per day. The

richest eight people now control the same amount of wealth as the poorest half of the world

combined. 

What is causing this growing divide? We are told that poverty is a natural phenomenon that

can be fixed with aid. But in reality it is a political problem: poverty doesn’t just exist, it has

been created.

Poor countries are poor because they are integrated into the global economic system on

unequal terms. The aid narrative hides the deep patterns of wealth extraction that cause

poverty and inequality in the first place: rigged trade deals, tax evasion, land grabs and the

costs associated with climate change. The Divide tracks the evolution of this system, from

the expeditions of Christopher Columbus in the 1490s to the international debt regime,

which has allowed a handful of rich countries to effectively control economic policies in the

rest of the world. 

Because poverty is a political problem, it requires political solutions. The Divide offers a

range of revelatory answers, but also explains that something much more radical is needed

– a revolution in our way of thinking. Drawing on pioneering research, detailed analysis and

years of first-hand experience, The Divide is a provocative, urgent and ultimately uplifting

account of how the world works, and how it can change.



PUBLICACIONES

Libros

LESS IS MORE

PRAISE FOR THE DIVIDE

"This book will radically change the way you understand the global economic system and

the challenges faced by poor countries trying to advance within it."  -- Ha-Joon Chang,

University of Cambridge, author of 23 Things They Don't Tell You About Capitalism

"The Divide is myth busting at its best."  -- Danny Dorling, University of Oxford, author of

Inequality and the 1%

"There’s no understanding global inequality without understanding its history. In The Divide,

Jason Hickel brilliantly lays it out, layer upon layer, until you are left reeling with the outrage

of it all."  -- Kate Raworth, author of  Doughnut Economics

 

https://www.amazon.com/-/es/Jason-Hickel/dp/1785152491


THE DIVIDE

CONDICIONES

Travels from: Barcelona, Spain / London, United Kingdom

Fee Range: Please Inquire

https://www.amazon.com/Divide-Global-Inequality-Conquest-Markets-ebook/dp/B073SG4L8T
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